
All New CoStar For 
Multifamily
Real Time Effective
Rent Comps



Real-time” data has never been more critical than in today’s market.  
It can mean the difference between making investments that yield 
millions…or losing out, either by missing the next big opportunity, or 
pursuing the wrong one, or setting rents to low or high.

Smart, swift, and profitable choices depend on having all the right 
information, at the right time.  And with CoStar Market Analytics, 
you have up-to-the-minute, verified data at your fingertips, including 
real time, effective rent rates, which you can act on with confidence.

Know what your competitors are charging for rent this minute.  
Understand what concessions they’re offering right now. Get 
information on properties and occupancies; what’s forecasted and 
trending in your market; and construction or development plans 
that can impact the choices you make down the road.  Get a lock on 
what’s happening today – and prepare for the future as well.

CoStar Market Analytics™ 

CoStar made a profound commitment - and a $1B  
investment - to the multifamily industry to provide easy 
 access to who your competitors are now, will be soon and 
what competitive rents they are charging so you can stay  
one step ahead and achieve the highest possible incomes  
on your properties.

Welcome to CoStar Market Analytics



Coverage in all Metropolitan Statistical Areas 
and over 2,500 submarkets

Granular unit mix data – rents, availabilities 
and concessions for each individual  
floor plan

Amenities – property level and unit level

Detailed property data – hundreds of fields 
tracked on each individual property

Demographic data –population, households 
and income in different radiuses specific to 
each individual property

Ownership & management information –  
the true owner, the property manager and 
contact information

Sale Comparables – what’s sold and at 
what price with over 2 million researched  
and verified sale records

An extensive image library of interior and 
exterior photos, aerial flyovers, floorplans, 
walk-through videos and 3D virtual tours

Maps – both standard map view and  
bird’s- eye view

Information is power, 
and CoStar Market Analytics gives you access to:

6,000,000 
Monthly rent observations

75,000 
Properties updated every day

470,000 
Multifamily properties

98,000 
Multifamily properties 50+units

3,000,000 
Images, videos + floor plans



70+ economists and analysts 
that regularly review the data, interview market insiders and provide 
insightful analysis to support your decision making

$1B 
investment over 2 years.

The Apartments.com Network
Including Apartment Finder and Apartment Home Leaving. Built sites renters 
wanted. Invested in unprecedented marketing campaign. Became most trafficked 
apartment listing site

Sophisticated software 
that scans over 30,000 property websites daily for  
up-to-the-minute rents and availabilities

Aerial Research 
flying over markets looking for new construction

Direct feeds 
from tens of thousands of properties advertising on the apartment 
network with rent and availability information from owners’ and 
property managers’ inventory management systems

How we deliver real-time, comprehensive 
multifamily information

140 
field research vehicles canvassing markets, monitoring construction activity, 
photographing properties and filming Matterport 3D virtual tours



When it comes to research, our experience and commitment is 
unmatched.  CoStar has more researchers on the ground than 
most of our competitors have in their entire organization.  

We do not sample the market quarterly and bulk upload data like 
some data providers. We survey the market daily, even hourly, 
and updates are available immediately, so you’re always making 
decisions on the most current data. 

The CoStar 
        Difference


